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Manga Club



RUSTLE

Sigh…

All the new 

series are boring 

these days.

Tomoya Goto



The manga made by 

an AI was much more 

interesting…

Goto! Are 

you there?!

BAM

!?
Hm? Club

president

Aito

There you are, Goto. 

Why are you on the 

ground?

…………



Can't you come in a 

little more quietly, 

president Ai?

How I come in is 

up to me.

I'm the head of 

this room.

A president is supposed to be

leader of the club, 

not the ruler of a room…

Anyway, were you

looking for me?

Ah, yes.

RUSTLE

RUSTLE

Presidential 

order,Goto

GRIN



Participate in this 

contest!!!

Manga Story 

Contest

Manga Story 

Contest …?

Yes.



Me…?

Yup.

Why…?

POINT
Because you…

You like manga, 

right?

In the age of 

reading books

on devices,

you're buying manga 

magazines

in paper.



I do like them…

But why should I…

PAT

You're a science and

engineering student!

Don't you think 

problem solving 

should be done 

scientifically?

HE HE HE
Scientifically…?

With AI!!!
Chat-EEE have

just been launched.

No way not to use it.

WHAT!?

Is that even allowed…?

Isn't that cheating…?

beep

Nonsense!!



There's nothing wrong 

withusing Chat-EEE as a 

creative aid.

Here's what 

Chat-EEE does 

best.

I see…

So it helps do research,

translate papers, and give 

feedback when coming up with 

ideas.

You're starting to 

understand.

However!!

POP

⚫︎What Chat-EEE does best

　・Discussion

　・Summarizing multiple sites and

　 using abstract concepts derived from them

　・Summarizing, organizing, analyzing sources

　・Programming

　・Listen and give back-channel

　 feedback

　・Translation



It also has its 

weakness!

⚫︎What Chat-EEE isn't good at
　・Specific knowledge questions

　・Answering recent topics (slow update on knowledge)

　・Numbers and calculations

SQUEAK
It's not good with 

calculating?

But it's an AI!

It doesn't always give

correct answers.

The phenomenon of AI generating

information that is not based on

facts is called hallucination.

Sounds 

difficult…

HMM

You should also know 

about

"maximum likelihood 

estimation"(MLE).

My brain can't

keep up 

anymore…!

The term just sounds 

difficult!

MLE is kind of like

words of an impostor.

AI can tell 

plausible lies.



Really?

It's a 

lie.

AI

Einstein loved Japan, and it is said 

that he especially loved sukiyaki.

I heard Einstein 

did like Japan…

He might have liked Japan,

but there's no proof he 

liked sukiyaki!

The AI just lied.

This is MLE!

Urggghh…

It's okay!

You can do it!

Not convincing at all…

If you don't get 

something,

I'll help you!

Try it!

Well, alright…

I'll try…

CLICK

CLICK

CLICK

CLICK

Hmm…



How's it going?

Having troubles?

Yes…It's

only giving me

weird answers...

Maybe your 

questions are bad.

Huh?

Prompting is directing and asking 

questions

to get the answers you want on 

Chat-EEE.

There are three types to 

this prompt.

SQUEAK

⚫︎Three types of Prompt
　・Command

　・Supplementation

　・Execution

Why didn't you

tell me that 

before…?

First is Command.

Ask a specific 

question like

"what is @@."

Command

Ah…I guess

my questions were

too vague.

Second is 

Supplementation.

For example, if I just

type in Konoe-semi…

CLICK

ping

oops

Ugh...

uh-huh

CLICK



Konoe semi.

Wow!!

What is this?!

The AI confused semi.

with the insect*.

*"semi" means "cicada" in Japanese.

You should

supplement it.

Konoe semi. This is 

professor Konoe's 

seminar.

Like this.

CLICK

CLICK

I guess it's not

so flexible…

Third is 

Execution.

It's kind of like training.

You give positive or negative 

feedback to the generated 

results.

HMM…

I'll…



I'll

try again!

One month later

DAASH

DAASHDAASH

DAASH

PANT

PANT

PANT
Manga Club



RUSTLE

BAM

President!

Hm?
THUMP

THUD THUD

I, I…!

FWIP

DAASH

DAASH

Para



I did it,

president!!!

FinalistTomoya Goto

Manga storyContest



What's the story 

about?

It's about a college student

being told by his senior

to enter a Manga Plot Story 

Contest…

Sounds familiar!!!
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